
Hi I’m Angelica Kazankova, and I’m running for being your Camden youth MP.

My main goal, above all, is to create a more positive environment for our generation to thrive in,
with opportunities for growth and wellbeing. I want to contribute to actively leading the positive
change our future needs.

We all know there’s a lot to work on in Camden, and from services in schools to national events,
I’m perfect for the job.

Here I want to show what I will actively improve if you vote for me to be your youth mp. I’ve
prioritised these issues because from asking others and personal experience I find these to be
the things young people in Camden struggle the most with.

I want to make Camden better as much as possible with these 4 things:

● Education
● Environment
● Mental health
● Event management

# 1 Education:

Aim: making the experience of education easier and more interesting. We mainly find school
boring and difficult, and I want to turn that around.

● Creating an inclusive environment.

I want to be absolutely sure that everyone gets equal opportunities and treatment.

● Helping everyone understand the lessons.

The way a lot of teachers explain things is confusing, and I want to get rid of your academic
struggle by providing accessible tutoring, prepping for success in exams and our future.

● Finding and creating opportunities for the youth of Camden

I know it’s one of the most important aspects; I want to enrich the life of our youth by creating
these opportunities.

#2 Environment

Aim: improve the appearance of Camden.

● I have a plan to make streets cleaner;



Collaborating with the environment subgroup of the Camden council to improve Camden
streets.

#3 Mental health

Aim: improve mental health

● I'm planning to work on increasing mental health care.
● Creating gym memberships for young people in Camden. (To promote health and

wellbeing)
● I want to increase accessibility and the safe space for mental health support.

#4 Event management

Aim: make Camden more fun for young people & students.

Creating a more close community, by;

● Arranging sports events and opportunities.
● Collaborating with other schools and organizations to create events (like community

trips).
● Organizing funding and helping you with any projects you want to create.

I’ve chosen these points because I find them most important. My main goal, above all, is to
create a more positive environment for our generation to thrive in, with opportunities for growth
and wellbeing.

I love hearing the opinions of others, and it would be an honour to represent your voices, it’s an
amazing way to lead influential growth.

With your vote, we can inspire positive change and create a shift in Camden.

So vote for me; Angelica Kazankova, to be your youth MP.

(If there are any concerns or ideas you want to point out to me find me @
angelica_youryouthmp (instagram) and angelicakazankova@gmail.com)


